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Evaluation of Core Curriculum about to begin
Faculty committee discusses
undergraduate learning outcomes
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer
Seattle University's Core
Curriculum will undergo review from the recently formed
Core

Review

which could lead

Committee,
to curriculum

BASKETBALL

Jones leads men in fourth
straight victory, women

fall to 6-21

Men
SU
88
Women
SU
42

changes and the outlining ofdetailed
learning outcomes.
Provost Isiaah Crawford
laid out an Academic Strategic
Action Plan (ASAP) earlier in the
year which highlighted the renewal of the 25 year old Core as
a priority.

ASAP was approved by the chairs Vicky Minderhout and Greg
Board ofTrustees mid-November, Prussia serving as the leadership for
and since then has been steadily the process.
"The three of us met to discuss
progressing. The planning period
for theCore Review is almost comwhatkind of process we are looking
plete, and meetings are projected at to educate ourselves about various
to begin sometime near the end of aspects of the Core Curriculum,"
winter quarter.

The provost selected English
professor Nalini Iyer to chair the
Core Review Committee, with co-

said Iyer. "Each of us
has different experiences with the Core
based on our teaching."
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Redhawk men soar while
women crash at KeyArena

UCD
78

UND
66

Monostereo

takes crown
in trimmed
down battle
Quartet wins
studio time, headlining
slot at Neumos
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor

Melodic prog-rock outfit The
Monostereo jammed their way to
first place in SEAC's annual Battle
of the Bands Thursday, winning the
ears of the crowd as well as a headlining show at Neumos and eight
hours of recording studio time.
"We're all very excited," said
Rich Clark-Coller, drummer and
junior business management major. "We worked very hard since
last year, and we feel like a million
bucks."
The annual event featured six
student bands playing 15-minute
sets competing for scores from five
judges and had the newly remodeledCampionBallroom decked out
to look like a medieval castle.
Although the turnout was noticeably sparser than previous years
due to the event being on a weeknight, junior civil engineering major and SEAC Battle of the Bands
chair John Conway said the event
was a big success.

"For being a
Thursday and for being
six bands, this was more

Photos by Matthew Brady | wThe Spectator

Above, sophomore Cervante Burrell drives to the hoop. Left, sophomore Elle Kerfoot
pulls up for a shot. The teams played their only double-header of the year Feb. 16.

Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer
With four wins in a row, life is great for
the Seattle University Men'sbasketball team.
They defeated University of California-Davis
81-56 Tuesday night with a crowd of 3,318
at Key Arena. The win was the second the
Redhawks managed against the Aggies this
season, beating them 88-78 in California
Dec. 5, 2009.
Tuesday nights win was a shaky process
for much of the first half. The Redhawks
gave away 14 points to turnovers in the
first half. Despite jumping out to an early

Friday
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8-2 lead, Seattle U lost the lead twice in
the half.
"There were two times in that first half
where it lookedlike they were going to open
it up," said head coach Cameron Dollar. "In
the first I was not particularly pleased with
our attention to detail."
Sophomore guard Cervante Burrell
sparked the Redhawks early with a couple
strong drives. The first he finished with a high
floater, the second with a slick lay-up from
the left side of the lane. Senior
Mike Boxley even threw Burrell
Page
a slick alley-oop pass that Burrell
caught to make a skillful lay-up.
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Renovated studio, restricted use
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Chungee's
fills Chinese
food niche
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Access limited
to remodeled
recording studio
Use of $650,000 space
restricted to 16 students
per quarter
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer
This past summer, Seattle
University spent $650,000 renovating the Fine Arts recording studio, but access to the space will be
strictly limited.
The new high-end studio was
constructed after requests from
within the music department for an
overhaul of the previous studio.

Some students are

rallying for a more
inclusive policy.
"They didn't really have the facility for the things they were teaching," said Joy Jacobson, director of
Capital Construction.

The new studio was designed by
architects with an expertise in acoustics and is much larger than the previous studio. The renovated space
contains more quality equipment
and sound gear than before, such
as Pro Tools digital workstations,
iMacs, professional mixing tables,
stereo arrays, MIDI keyboards and
numerous

microphones.

The studio is available to the
16 students enrolled in the quarterly Audio Recording class who
are required to use the studio for
their homework. They have access
to it at all times. Students unaffiliated with the class or who are not in
similar music major classes are not
being granted access to the space.
The new policy also bars students
who have taken Audio Recording
in the past.
"It needs to remain available for
students who are taking a class that
requires that space for homework,"
said Steve Galatro, operations director at Fine Arts. "The equipment
in there is also very expensive and
extensive, so we need to control

Matthew Brady |

The Spectator

Senior journalism major Chris Dickhute, a student in the audio recording class, prepares to rap during a
studio session in the renovated recording studio. He is one of 16 students this quarter that has access.
the security of that space in order
deliver those classes to students
who are enrolled."
Despite the Fine Arts
Departments reasoning, some students are rallying for a more inclusive policy.
Among these students is senior
philosophy major Jono Hughes,
who has taken Audio Recording
four times not including the two
to

Matthew Brady
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Senior political science major lan Hogan checks the mixing board in therenovated recording studio. He
is a student in the audio recording class offered by the University.

times he worked in the studio for
independent study.
"I guess I used to see [the studio] as a cultural hearth of creativity," Hughes said. "A place where
people could gather, work together,
and share ideas. I think the school
would want to support that."
With 20 students backing him,
Hughes has been working on creating a solution to please both faculty
and students.
Before the renovations, any student who had been in the Audio
Recording class and had been approved by the professor was allowed
access. Students could additionally
bring bands and friends into the studio under the previous policy.
"It seemed like more of a community thing back thea whereas
now it's more isolated and individualistic," Hughes said.
Hughes is concerned that the
reasons for restricting student access are somewhat unfounded.
Blocking access to other students
so enrolled students will be allowed
time for homework is something
Hughes thinks could easily be
worked around.
"You use a calendar to sign up
for the studio, and 75 percent of the
time nobody is in there," he said.
Hughes has proposed that students
not enrolled in the class be allowed access during off hours, since thestudio
is available 24 hours a day.
an

In response to concerns over security, Hughes also sees problems.
"There is a pretty extensive surveillance system set up in the studio
with cameras," Hughes said.
In the eyes of Fine Arts, the policy is no different than any other
across campus.
"It's similar to any other lab,"
Galatro said. "Regular students
probably wouldn't be allowed access to a chemistry lab; so it's pretty
much in line with all the lab policies
across

I

campus."

guess I used to

see [the studio] as
a cultural hearth
of creativity.
Jono Hughes

Senior Philosophy
Whether or not the policy
changes, Hughes is simply hoping
for a compromise.
"I just think it's a huge resource," Hughes said. "I hope more
students can be granted access
to

it."

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

Committee to form six SU education outcomes
The three chair holders certainly bring a wide
swath of experience with
them. Between them,
the colleges of Arts and Sciences,
Albersand Science and Engineering
are represented. The three are lookCover

�

ing to widen that well ofexperience
though as they are currendy in the
process of establishing the rest of
the committee.
"We're looking for people who
will play well in the sandbox,"
said Prussia, management professor, who has placed an emphasis on finding individuals who

would work well with others
the committee.

on

We're looking for

people who play well
in the sandbox.
Greg Prussia
Management Professor

This is an area ofimportance for
Minderhout as well.

"We want people who are willing to cooperate," said Minderhout,
chemistry professor. "We want people who are willing to listen to what
the community as a whole says they
want for the Core."
The chairs are also looking for
those who understand registrar requirements and have had experience
teaching in the Core.
ASSU will also be allowed to select members to be included in the
committee, representing the voices of
students with Core suggestions.
"Having worked as an adviser,
and talking to students about their

to

schedules and concerns, it's clear
me that students are one of the
major stakeholders in this as well,"
Minderhout said.
The new Core would strive to
reflect the new revised undergradu-

February. The UAC will then begin
the second phase, where these ideas

ate learning outcomes as determined

will be synthesized into a final list
of six outcomes, which is due at the
end of April. Part of the reason for
these new outcomes is to make student success in the new Core more

by a separate University Assessment
Committee (UAC) comprised of
nine faculty members. The UAC is
currendy working on the first phase
of the process, which entails collecting ideas about the ideal characteristics of a Seatde U grad, according to
a faculty-wide e mail. This phase is
slated for completion at the end of

quantifiable.
"We want to create an educational
experience that propels the student to
new levels," Minderhout said. "But we
also want to be able to know as a faculty that we're actually doing that."

Ketton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Administration halts transfer orientation budget increase
Transfer student orientation lasts three hours,
freshman receive two days
Seamus McKeon
Staff Writer
The Seattle University executive
team rejected a proposal this quarter
for an increase in funding for transfer student orientation, according to
director ofCommuter andTransfer
Students Diane Schmitz.
Schmitz, who has worked in
the department since 1999, designed the proposal as a solution
to significant differences in orien-

other Jesuit universities, where the
orientation process is considered
an integral part of introducing students to their Jesuit education.
However, with departments
asked to cut 5 percent from base
budgets, extra funding is difficult
to come by.

As a transfer student
myself, there seemed

While the university faced concerns about the size of this year's
freshman class, with traditional enrollment falling 7 percent short of
goals, transfers increased dramatically last quarter, more than compensating for this decline.
Transfer students currently make
up 29 percent of the university's
student population, with more total
transfer students enrolled each year
than incoming freshmen.
"I have noticed an increased
interest in how many transfer students we're going to have this fall,"
Schmitz said. "At the same time,
I've noticed some concern about
how many freshmen are going

tation services for non-traditional
students and new transfers comto be a lack of time
pared to orientation services for
to come."
incoming freshmen.
spent in the orientation.
The request was adopted by
Freshmen currently attend a
Student Development and garnered
two-day orientation while fall transMatt Mauer the support of the ASSU, which
fers receive a three-hour seminar.
ASSU Transfer Representative signed a resolution this month
Students entering Seatde University
backing the proposal.
for the winter and spring quarters
"As a transfer student myself,
are invited to a one and a half
"We very clearly state in many there seemed to be a lack of actual
hour session.
places, in our mission statement time spent in the orientation. It
The $24,200 proposal would and beyond, that we want to care always seems
rushed," said Matt
fund a full one-day orientation each for all students," Schmitz said. "We Mauer, ASSU
transfer representaquarter for new transfers, provide
want an equitable Jesuit educative. "Transfer students make up alcompensation for a graduate astion for all students, and so how
most 30 percent of the population,
sistant to join the Department of do we hold ourselves accountable and they're getting shafted."
Commuter and Transfer students to that?"
Mauer, who enrolled at Seattle
and finance peer mentoring services
U this fall, got involved with ASSU
According to Schmitz, a comfor incoming students. The departmon argument against greater fundafter realizing the size of the transfer
ment, which also manages the coling for transfer orientation has been student population at the univerlegia program, has a current operatthat transfer students have already sity and has made greater funding
ing budget of roughly $6,500.
been acclimated to university life. for orientation a priority in his
According to Schmitz, this However, this can mean that trans- work there.
practice of increasing the transfer fers are never properly introduced
"Every single transfer student
orientation budget is common at
to the culture ofSeattle U.
that I've heard from told me they
FACULTY RESEARCH

Anthropologist investigates
HIV treatment inequality
Kate Ganiron

Staff Writer
A Seattle University lecturer and
her team, referred to as Life Project,
were recently awarded a planning
grant by the National Institutes of
Health for nearly $50,000.
Harriet Phinney, a Seattle
University anthropology lecturer,
co-authored a book called "The
Secret: Love, Marriage and HIV"
published in January, with Jennifer
S. Hirsch, Holly Wardlow, Daniel
Jordan Smith, Shanti Parikh and
Constance A. Nathanson.
Five of the six anthropologists
who contributed to the book continued on to work withLife Project.
The team was awarded the planning
grant to research gender inequality in HIV treatment and to better
understand men's extra-marital sex
from a socio-structural standpoint.
The $47,408 grant is divided
between the anthropologists and is
partly used for travel so that they
may do research in locations like
Vietnam, Nigeria, Uganda and
Papua New Guinea. The researchers met in New York and St. Louis
to discuss the project and how the
grant will be allocated.
"I've been working with the team
since 2000, when we began to develop the Love, Marriage and HIV
project, which resulted in our recently published volume, 'The Secret,'"

said Jennifer Hirsch, the principal
investigator of the project. "It's really
been a collaborative effort, with all of

working together to develop the
conceptual framework and research
instruments, and each of us making
us

a unique and important contribution to the overall project."

The grant that we are

now putting together
looks at gender

inequalities of health care.
Harriet Phinney
Anthropology Lecturer

According to Phinney, it is a collaborative project that uses ethnographic research and methodology.
The goal

is to

bridge anthropology

and international public health and
try to work across those disciplines.
The planning grant they received
is in preparation for a new grant to
be proposed in January 2011. The
new grant will fund a four-year
project that would include a year
of planning, two years of collecting
research and data in the field and a
year of presenting their findings.
The grant that we are now
putting together looks at gender

inequalities ofhealth care with a focus on men," said Phinney, who does
her research in Hanoi, Vietnam.
"We want to look at gender, economic, social, cultural and health
institutional contexts of AlDSrelated care."
However, the team has experienced some difficulty in having
grants approved by the National
Institutes of Health. The team received their first grant in 2003 and
the 2011 proposal will be their fourth
attempt to have a second grant approved. According to Phinney,
the funds are a part of the Obama
stimulus package, the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
With their grant, the anthropologists would help create more jobs
by hiring research assistants —five
graduate students for each of the
five anthropologists.

According to Hirsch, profesof socio-medical sciences at
Columbia University, funding from
sor

the National Institutes ofHealth has
become increasingly competitive
during the past decade.
If the new grant is awarded in
2011, the team plans to publish
works in the American Journal of
Public Health, continuing their
work from when their first grant
was

awarded.

Kate may be reached at
kganiron@su-spectator.com

satisfied with their level
of orientation," Mauer said. "I just
hope that even though they didn't
approve the funding now, that [the
administration] realize that there is
an issue, and that they don't just let
it go by the wayside."

for the fiscal year 2011. If the proposal is reintroduced, the director
said, the next step will be to submit
it again in the fall.
In the meantime, Schmitz hopes

were not

The $24,000 proposal
would fund a full

one-day orientation
for new transfers.
However, by the time the ASSU
resolution was adopted, the proposal had already been rejected due to
budgetary constraints, Schmitz explained. As a result, the proposals
will not be included in the budget

to

foster

a greater

dialogue about

how the university can prepare itself
to accommodate transfer students
and cope with issues that exclude
transfers from the university community. The dialogue, however,
must operate within the current
economic crunch.
"We need to perhaps have an
authentic conversation asking ourselves why it is that transfer students feel this way on our campus,
or why our resources are not equitably distributed," Schmitz said. "It's
without blame or shame, but lets
have the dialogue."

Seamus may be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com

CRIME REPORTS

Meat thief, bottle
bashing, assault
Attempted Meat Theft
At approximately 8:30 p.m.
Feb. 4, a male suspect attempted
steal $143 worth of meat from
the QFC located on Broadway
Avenue. A loss-prevention employee ofQFC witnessed the suspect stuffseveral packages of meat
into a bag and attempt to walk
past the cash registers without
any intent to pay for the products. The suspect was arrested on
the scene, where it was discovered
he had an existing trespassing
claim filed against him from the
same location.
to

The suspect stuffed
several meat

packages into a bag
and walked away.
Drunken Altercation

An extremely intoxicated man
hit another man in the face with
an empty glass bottle at a bus stop
at the intersection of Denny Way
and Dexter Avenue Feb. 4. The
victim reported that he walked
past the bus stop to check the bus
schedule when the drunken suspect sitting inside the bus shelter
muttered something to him. The
victim asked the suspect, "What's
up man?" The victim replied with
a threat, approached the suspect
and hit him with an empty liquor
botde, leaving a "walnut-sized red
mark," according to the crime report. The suspect then attempted
to grab a hold of the victim when
the victim pushed him away.
The suspect fell to the ground
and stayed there in his heavily
drunken state. The victim walked
to a police car sitting on Dexter

Avenue and reported the assault.
The suspect was arrested while he
was still lying on the ground. The
police charged him for aggravated
assault with a weapon.
Trespassing and Assault

An intoxicated female suspect

repeatedly trespassed

at a

homeless camp on First Avenue
Feb. 4. The first time, the suspect
threw objects at people in the
camp and was asked to leave by
the camp supervisor. When she
refused, bystanders called the
police and escorted her off the
premises. About an hour later,
the suspect returned. The victim
told the suspect she was no longer welcome at the camp. Several
people then witnessed the suspect
punch the victim in the back of
the head. The police were called
again and the suspect was arrested for non-aggravated assault
and trespassing.

Aggravated Assault
Two women were sharing
alcoholic beverages under 1-5
East Galer Street Feb. 5. The
soon-to-be victim asked the suspect if she had been seeing "my
man." The suspect denied it and
then accused the victim of"being
in her jungle." She continued to
tell the victim she didn't belong
there. The suspect began to punch
the victim in the head repeatedly until she fell to the ground,
where she kicked her in the head
multiple times. The victim suffered a swelling to her face and
several bumps around her head.
The suspect left the scene before
the police arrived and was not
found. The victim was treated
at the scene by the Seattle Fire
Department and was transported
to Harborview Medical Center
for further treatment.
at
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'Monologues' inspire
first Domestic Violence
Awareness Week
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer

violence] and
have as well."

to meet

others who

According to a video produced
by the Refugee Women's Alliance,
one in three girls and one in five
boys will be sexually assaulted by
age 16, most often by a member of
their family.
Studies say that up to 25 percent
of high school and college women
are a victim of rape, almost all by
someone they know.
According to statistics given to
Sonya Ekstrom The Spectator
the audience in the same presentation, date rape is the most common
Martial arts instructor Chris Eller teaches students basic defense moves in a workshop during Domestic
form of domestic violence, especialViolence Awareness Week. Events were sponsored by a number of clubs across campus.
ly among teens and young adults.
However, it is the least reported of victim. Almost the entire audience to teach participants simple methCenter, when presented with a doall sexual assault cases.
was standing.
ods of warding off assailants and mestic violence issue.
The American Institute of
Both Winslowand Barnard hope
"Everyone probably knows at how to defend themselves from
that Domestic Violence Awareness
Domestic Violence currently estileast one person who's experienced unwanted advances.
mates 5.3 million women are abused
domestic violence and that's sort of
"Living in a big city presents Week will become an annual educational event that will garner more
in the United States each year. More
terrifying," Barnard said. "We need more danger than in other cities, esthan 85 percent of domestic violence to reveal its complexities and talk pecially with assault," Eller said. "The interest in the future.
victims are female.
about it as much as possible while techniques I demonstrated are easy to
teach and easy to remember."
Through different videos and providing resources."
seminars presenting shocking statisMore than 20 students, both Everyone probably knows
In a self-defense workshop coortics, Domestic Violence Awareness dinated by resident assistant Danielle male and female, learned the baWeek participants saw how many Winslow, students were encouraged sics of the judo knuckle, how at least one person
people have been victims of such to prevent acts ofdomestic violence to utilize the elbow effectively
violence. In one video presented from happening.
and how to escape from various who's experienced
Chris Eller, a martial arts instrucby SOF, members of the audience
compromising situations.
"A lot of people seemed nerwere asked to stand if they had tor who teaches Danzan-ryu jujitsu
domestic violence.
been a victim of domestic violence at the Connolly Center, made an vous to participate at first," said
or knew someone who had been a
Wynn Barnard
appearance during the workshop Winslow, junior international
studies and economics major. "But
Sophomore

Student organizations across campus recognized Domestic Violence
Awareness week with a series of
workshops and presentations to educate the student body and to create a discussion forum on subjects
of abuse.
Wynn Barnard, co-president
of the Society of Feminists (SOF),
was inspired by the presence of the

"Vagina Monologues" production

|

to coordinate Domestic Violence
Awareness Week. She decided to collaboratewithTrans and Allies, Oxfam
America and the Residence Hall
Association to produce a week full
of workshops and presentations.

More than 20 students
learned the basics of
the judo knuckle.
"Our main goal has been to extend our reach as far as possible,"
said Barnard, sophomore pre-major.
"We wanted to provide a safe space
on campus for those who have dealt
with or are experiencing [domestic

1

WORKING
FOR YOU

they were able to laugh about it
and have confidence in themselves
later on."
The clubs hoped to educate students about the variety ofresources
available, such as Seattle University's
Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) and the King
County Sexual Assault Resource

"It's everyone's problem,"
Barnard said. "We need to bring
out voices from as many corners
as possible."
Kat may be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com
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BE HEARD -THANKS!
ASSU has recieved many great

comments from students about

If you have an idea, opinion or
just want to Be Heard send your
BeHeard@seattleu.edu

Meet Your Representatives!

Freshman Representative

Year:
Freshman
Biology
Major:
Committees:
Appropriations
Office Hours:
Tuesdays 1:00pm 3:oopm
Wednesday 1 2:oopm 1:00pm
(206) 296-6050
Office Phone:
Email: mushlitz@seattleu.edu
-

-

Jeremy Dashiell
Senior Representative
Year:

Senior
Political Science/Math
Committees:
Steering
Office Hours:
Monday 12:30pm 2:3opm
Friday 9:ooam 10:00am
Office Phone:
(206) 296-6050
dashiell@seattleu.edu
Email:
Major:

-

-

Sonya

Ekstrom

|
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Chris Eller teaches students how to escape compromising situations
when assaulted.
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Specs of the
Spirituality book test sets

Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
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Sandy HayesJ.D. and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915
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Approximately 50 regional authors of works on spirituality andi
faith occupied the Pigott buildingg
Saturday for Search for Meaning:
Pacific Northwest SpiritualityY
Book Festival.
9 percent.
The public event hosted classMost families in need would
room-sized lectures and discussions receive discounts and the poorest
from dozens of noted writers, theostudents would receive free tuition
[
logians and academics from the under this new provision.
Washington area.
Washington remains one
It was co-sponsored by of the only states in the
nation
Elliott Bay Book Company, the where the legislature sets tuition
Seattle University Bookstore and levels for public universities. Last
Humanities for Washington. years tuition hikes,
state.budTopics of the presentations get concerns and the possibility
ranged from spirituality and of the suspension of state work
faith to examining the media study across Washington conto anything having to do with
tributed to the Senates passing of
managing life.
the bill.
Notable presenters includOpponents of the bill argue
ed anthropology professor Ted it would result in
higher tuition
Fortier, theology professor Mary levels across the board and rhat
Rose Bumpus and theology chair unelected officials at
universities
Jeanette Rodriguez.
should not be the ones setting
Much ofthe anticipation of the tuition levels.
day was forkeynote speakers Gustav
Niebuhr and Kathleen Norris.
Seattle man mugged,
Niebuhr is a former reporter for stabbed on Capitol Hill
The Seatde Times and Washington
Post as well as a professor at
A Seatde resident was mugged
Syracuse University. Norris is a and stabbed three times in
poet and a New York Times bestthe back at 1:45 a.m. Sunday,
elling author.
Capitolhillseattle.com reported.
Norris says she "evangelizes for
The victim was assaulted by
poetry," and managed to fill Pigott three men while walking down
Auditorium with spiritual tourists. the 1600 block of Summit
Even Father Stephen Sundborg, Avenue. One suspect approached
S.J., was in attendance.
him and asked if the victim had
Norris spoke to the human any money. Before he answered, a
condition and the search for hope second suspect pulled the victim
and meaning. She centered her to the ground while a third mugtalk around this topic, coming at ger appeared. The
victim said he
it through different experiences felt a dull pain in his back, which
and perspectives. She believes this was later identified as three stab
condition and experience is part of wounds. His wallet
containing
what makes us human.
two credit cards and $500 in cash
"In finding hope and meaning was stolen.
in the world around me, I discover
The victim did not immediately
more about what it means to be seek police help or medical attena creature made in Gods image,"
tion out of embarrassment but
Norris said.
was later treated at Harborview
Earlier portions of Norris' Medical Center. The suspects
are
presentation stressed that we are still at large.
the ones that give experiences in
life meaning.
Climber's body found in
"Faith is an experience. Life Mount St Helens crater
itself at work," Norris said in
her presentation.
A 52 year old man's body was
The event drew record attenrecovered Tuesday after he fell
dance and also had a Haiti relief into the Mount St. Helens Crater
donation booth with informaMonday while climbing. Joseph
tion on how to help set up by Bohiig was on his 69th climb up
the Church World Service in the mountain when he fell into the
the atrium.
crater Monday while he posed for
a picture, the ground beneath him
Senate to allow public unicollapsed, sending him roughly
versities to set tuition rates
1,500 into the volcano.
Rescuers worked under the asThe Washington Senate passed sumption that Bohiig was still alive
a proposal Monday that would alat the bottom of the crater. Bohlig's
low the states three largest public hiking partner Scott Salkovics ununiversities to set their own tuition successfully tried to catch him and
levels, rather than letting the state instead threw a backpack with surmake that decision based on the vival supplies into the crater and
yearly budget.
called the authorities.
If the 29-19 approval vote
It was later discovered that
in the Senate is matched in the the supplies landed outside of
House, where the bill is now beBohlig's reach.
ing debated, Western Washington
Authorities say climbing inUniversity, Washington State cidents are rare on Mount St.
University and the University of Helens. The last climbing death
Washington will be able to set their occurred in 1970.

s

www.stevenklein.com

PAID LEADER TRAINING SUMMER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR SEATTLE U STUDENTS!
COMPLETE THE LEADER'S TRAINING COURSE! EARN A FULL
TUITION AND FEES SCHOLARSHIP!
CALL 206-296-2439, OR EMAIL: OHNOE aSEATTIEU.EDU ASK
ABOUT THE $5K SIGN-ON BONUS!
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week

own tuition for a trial period with
certain restrictions.
The new tuition rates will
take effect in fall 2011. The
maximum tuition increase for
a single academic period would
be 14 percent, further limited
to an average annual increase of

record attendance

forthe LSAT?
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safety

reports
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Suspicious Person
Feb. 8 4:55 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
of a non-affiliate male wandering
on thefifth floor and second floor
of the garage. Public Safety responded and conducted an area
check. The individual was gone
from the garage.
f

Malicious Mischief
Feb. 9 4:50 p.m.
Public SaTety observed graffiti on
thenorth exterior wall ofConnolly
Center. A photograph was taken
and a deficiency was submitted
to Facilities to initiateremoval.
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benefit

FOOD

A student reported sustaining
a head injury as a result of a fall
while playing basketball in the
North Court of Connolly Center.
Medics evaluated the student
and suggested she have further
follow-up at a local hospital. Medics approved a non-emergent
transport by Public Safety to
Swedish Medical Center.

Get your potato fix with Free-Fries Friday at
Pike Street Fish Fry. Every third Friday of the
month, Fish Fry offers up delicious, homemade
French fries at no cost to patrons of the Pike
Street Fish Fry and their neighbors at Moe Bar.
The delicious, fit-any-budget victuals are available from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

ggg Free-Fries Friday

Public Safety responded to a report of a studentwho fainted near
the south entrance doors of Piggott. The student was examined
and transported via ambulance to
a local hospital for further medical
evaluation and treatment.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com

sodoku solution
184325679
9341

369417285
815746932
643291758
792853164
478162593
926538417
53197
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Alkaline Trio at Neumos

for an intimate show at Neumos in support of
their new record Ih is Addiction. For a band
who has played to crowds of thousands at events
like The Fest and Warped Tour, a performance
at a tiny club like Neumos will be a welcome
change, and the diehard fans lucky enough to

9066 Remembrance
Sixty-eight years ago, the united

states govExecutive Order 9066. Sunday
is Seattle U's Day of Remembrance of the signing of Executive Order 9066, which removed
thousands of Japanese American citizens and
legal residents of the West Coast from their
homes and placed them in relocation and internment camps during World War 11. The
Korematsu Center for Law and Equality, the
International Student Center and Student
ernment passed

Development

are

hosting

a

Minidoka

Taiko Fundraiser to support a
pilgrimage to Twin Falls, Idaho, the site
of one of the internment camps. The
concert will feature taiko drumming groups,
Tickets are $20 and can be purchased at the
International Student Center or at www.mini-

dokapilgrimage.org.

PacSd'S

'FdCinQ Mars'

Think you'd enjoy life on Mars?
Find out at the 'Facing Mars' exhibit at
aci^ic Science Center. Created by
Canada's Ontario Science Centre,
the exhibit will be on tour throughout the United States through 2012.
The interactive exhibit simulates what it would
be like to walk on Mars and poses visitors with
logistical questions of planning a trip to Mars.
Things to consider: food, bone loss, cost, toilets,
Open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
SPORTS

Seattle U Baseball

Opener
"—

Tuesday, Feb. 23, Seattle University
Baseball's home opener against Saint Martin's
University will be held at Bannerwood Park in
Bellevue, Wash. Seattle U and the city of
Bellevue have come to an agreement allow
ing the Redhawks to use Bannerwood Park as
their home field. The first pitch is scheduled
for 4 p.m. This year marks the first season of
baseball at the Division I level in 30 years.
Students, faculty and staff receive free admission to the game.
music

SEAC Coffeehouse
Get your weekly dose oflive music at SEAC's
Coffeehouse night in the Bistro. Coffeehouse

will feature performances by Seattle U guest
musicians—the perfect accompaniment to
your oven-baked pizza or macaroni and cheese,
Past performers have included The Oh! Deers,
Painted Horses, and Camp 10. The event kicks
off at 7 p.m., and admission is free.

su-spectator.com/blog

'Gorilla Manor' mixes chaos and control

Medical Assist
Feb. 10 5:00 p.m.

8
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Alkaline Trio will hit Capitol Hill Saturday

PublicSafety observed a student
taking pastry items that were delivered to The Bottom Line cafe
without paying for the product.
Public Safety contacted the student who admitted to taking the
items. Referred to conduct.

2576

|

_

If you're looking to surround yourself with
mountain men and uphill adventures, check
out the Beard & Stache Fest's Beard and Stache
Dash. The dash, billed as a "combination of alleycat race and scavenger hunt," will begin at
Cherry Street Coffee downtown at 11 a.m. It's
a 25-mile marathon for both walking and riding
contestants, and awards will go to the fastest
competitors. Registration is $5 and all proceeds
go to benefit Treehouse, a local non profit that
helps foster children in the Seattle area.
VSYm

UJUfI

CLjU

Beard and Stache Dash

Win© Tasting
.

If you re a budding wino on a budget,
Thursday's tasting at Vino Verite is a must-attend
event. Christy Hemovich of the wine importer
Grape Expectations will lead the tasting session
by discussing the details and nuances of the topic
she knows best. The event is sure to thrill eager
palates and provide a fun learning experience for
people looking to chat over a glass or three of
excellent alcohol. Vino Verite is located at 208
Boylston Ave. E. Event begins at 6 p.m., and is
free. 21 and up.

____

snatch tickets will get to experience the trademark A-Trio angst up close and personal. Omaha
mope kings Cursive will open for their angry,
Chicago-based cousins in Trio. Doors at 7 p.m.,
$20, AJI Ages.

FOOD
....

Medical Assist
Feb. 9 8:15 p.m.

Theft
Feb. 911:30 p.m.
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Despite a blending of indie rock trends,
California's Local Natives stand out in rising hipster music crowd
Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor
Local Natives' debut Gorilla Manor, released
Tuesday, sounds like an experiment of indie
rock mad science. Boasting overwhelming vocal harmonies in the vein ofFleet Foxes, thudsy
tribal-esque drumming like Animal Collective's,
occasional tropical beats like Vampire Weekend's
and a lyrical reference to NPR, the fast-booming
band from Silver Lake (Los Angeles' equivalent
of Capitol Hill) has practically concocted this
album from a formula for hipster hallelujahs.
But far from formula, the monster unleashes
a beast you haven't heard before, kicking with
the fleeting freedom and flailing sounds offive
guys just having some reckless fun. In fact, the
album was named after the house all five share,
which took its own nickname from the raucous
jungle atmosphere of a small space with five
guys and one girlfriend. Each member of the
band actually left their respective jobs to focus
full-time on making music in that same space
they sleep in.
It sounds like a frivolous choice and a heavy
investment, especially given that the band funded the recording themselves and took the risk of
shopping it around to labels on their own. But
it's a sign they've gone into making this album
with pure dedication.
"It's feelings of abandon and following a
pursuit, like a passion, with everything, with all
your time and efforts and forgoing the normal
path of going to get a job behind a desk," said

Ryan Hahn (guitar/vocals) in an interview with

TheOvercast.net. And in pursuit ofthat passion,
the band opted to go at this album with full,
focused force.
Likewise, the whole album seems to play out
like a counterpoint between careful intricacy and
abandon—deftly constructed harmonies move
with primal rhythms, moody melodies move
with playful Afro-pop beats, heavy themes move
with hopeful sounds.

The album's first single, "Airplanes,"

starts

off with booing, taken from a joking gesture
Hahn and Taylor Rice (guitar vocals) made
while Kelcey Ayer (keyboard) was writing the
song's piano line, a breezy and buoyant melody
that seems to lift off the rolling drum rhythms.
But the song is actually a story about the death
of Ayer's grandfather. Simple, climbing piano
chords give the effect of airplanes soaring and
taking off, perhaps paying homage to his life
as a pilot.
"Sun Hands," released as a single in the UK
last summer, keeps its sound earthy with drum
clicks and hand claps and raw howls. It's like a
forest chant, a naked, helpless begging that Rice
describes in their Frenchkiss Records biography
as "that all too familiar feeling ofwanting what
you can't have especially when you once had
it."
The band even tries their hand at a cover, a bold move for a debut album. But
on "Warning Sign," Local Natives swaps
the original key and blase bark of the
Talking Heads' poppy drive in favor of. ar*
-

via French Kiss Records

eerier, echo-y wander. Every part in
this track seems to be searching, as each
guitar is knocking on doors as it traipses
through a long hallway chilled by the ghosts
of the vocals.
Much as the bandhas made a new sound of this
Talking Heads classic, the band much jeered-at
for mashing up elements ofindie festival favorites
is developing an animal unlike any other. Local
Natives was just signed in February to Frenchkiss

Records (home to Passion Pit, The Dodcrs
and The Antlers) and even before releasing
their album in the United States had already toured and released their album in
the UK and scored a spot on this year's
Sasquatch line-up. It's no doubt, then, that
Local Natives and Gorilla Manor have broken
out of the cage with what's bound to be one of
2010's hottest records.

Mary Pauline may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Campus Voice:

Where should the
inflatable Rudy the
Redhawk be placed?
Maggie Wykowski,

Junior, Sociology
"I'd prefer not to see such a
blatant visual representation of
Seattle University's waste. If it's
going to be put somewhere it
should be on the next plot of
land that SU decides

Tina Lee,
Grad. student in the MFA program

Ben Neal,
Sophomore, Biology

"On top of theLee Center. It's
right on 12th, so it will be
very visible."

"I'd put it on top of the Interim
Library so people could actually
find it."

to conquer."

"We should have the inflatable Rudy standing on
top of the Administration Building next to the tower
like King Kong so everyone would be reminded of

Michael Bowersox
Junior, Political Science

Redhawk spirit everyday."

Interviews by and photos by Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
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Across
1. Enervates
5. Managed

10. Cushions
14. Son of Judah
15. Battery terminal
16. Arch type
17. Reticent
20. Black tea
21. Join a poker game
22. Fabric of jeans
23. Ballet step
25. Gray
27. Soldier atop a desert ungu-

late
31. Stableman
35. Back
36. Ingenious article
38. Big galoot
39. Illustrative craft
40. Early hrs.
41. Summer drink
42. Short cut
43. Sprechen
Deutsch?
44. Releases
46. Fizzy drink
47. Throughout this document
49. Artisan who works with

metal
51. Release
53. Where some vets served
54. It's a wrap
57. Help
59. Queues
63. Cause light to pass through
66. Put
on it!
67.
lift?
68. Env. notation
69. Fishing gear
70. Feels for
71. Burden
,

Down
1. Liquid food
2. Actress Heche
3. Bundle
4. Meddling person
5. Engine part
6. Burden
y. S , ender dagger
8. Prepares for publication
9. Last mo.
10. Powerful
11. Not"fer"
12. Hindu mother goddess
13. Appear
18. Repast
19.
Fideles

24. Section
26. Dancing party
27. Collide
28. Lofty nest
29. Alma
30. 3:00
32. Toil

33. Form of lyrical poem
34. Rod used to reinforce concrete
37. Plum variety
40. Foreigners
45. Upsetting team
46. Highly original
48. African antetopeS

50. Ankle bones
52. Hood-shaped anatomical
part

54. Celestial body
55. He sang about Alice
56. Sudden assault
58. Type of ranch
60. Defense grp. since 1949
61. Bluesy James
62. E-mail command
64. Business abbr.
65. Barker and Bell

;
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WELCOME TO KSUB

The Spectator invites the DJs of KSUB to step away
A LOOK AT KSUB IN 2010
Emily Hiraki
KSUB President
In 1994, Fr. Foster, S.J.,
pushed for the creation of Seattle
University's very own radio station. Sixteen years, two basements
and several piles of generously
donated broadcasting equipment
later, KSUB is still going strong.
Although in recent years KSUB s
presence has been pretty quiet,
this year I'm pleased to be working
with a dedicated staffand talented
collection of DJs who
are

tired of hearing their peers say
"We have a radio station?"
I'm proud ofthe progress we've
made toward this year's goals,
which include strengthening our
programming and increasing our
presence on campus. We're excited about our collaborations on
events with other student organizations. Furthermore, this year's
schedule is packed with new DJs
and fresh collection of shows
that celebrate

everything from dub and ska to
metal, local, oldies, global music
and more! Listen to what your
classmates are spinning in the
Bistro (most evenings), the Cave
and online anytime at
www.KSUßSeattle.org.

Emily may be reached at
hirakie@seattleu.edu

_
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Why you should

ay

from the mic and into its pages

become a Di at
KSUB

Cameron Collins, Wednesdays 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
KSUB DJ
Ifyou haven't figured it out yet, the old adage that college
is the best time of your life is absolutely true. As an alumnus
of the Seattle University School of Law, 1 think about what
I wouldn't give to be back in your shoes, spending my time
taking classes and learning. Sure, it may seem pretty awful
right now, but I guarantee you will look back on the time
you spent here with fondness. That said, if you don't know
about KSUB, Seattle U's own radio station, you are missing
out on one of the best and most rewarding opportunities
available to you here. 1 know this because 1 have been a
college radio DJ for 12 years.
1 started my freshman year at Santa Clara University on
KSCU Radio, which had more than 100,000 listeners. I and
progressed from DJ to traffic director, promotions director,
program director and general manager. In 2001,1 was even
voted Best Local Celebrity by readers of the Silicon Valley's
equivalent of The Stranger.
Upon moving back to Seattle for law school, I became
music director at KSUB, and after two years I became general manager. Even after graduating law school, I decided
to stick around and keep doing my punk rock radio show
each week as I have done for the past 12 years, including
some summers at KSUB when no one else was around. As
you can clearly see, I've spent a lor of time with KSUB.
and 1 think vou should join our small, yet amazing, music
community here at Seattle U.
Becoming a DJ at KSUB is a chance to join a group of
people passionate about music in every way. From the casual
music listener to the avid music blogger. everyone at KSUB
cares about music. The camaraderie will extend far beyonci
your time at Seattle U. Some of my best friends were people
with whom 1 spent time working at a radio station. Plus,
doesn t everyone need a few of those super quirky, artsy
music nerds to make themselves seem normal?
You also get to share your musical tastes with the rest
of the world. Whether it's indie, electronic, punk or show
tunes, just about anything is possible on KSUB. And since
the station streams over the Internet, your friends can listen
no matter where they are. KSUB also gives you opportunities to interact with and directly impact the careers of
musicians. Playing local music on your radio show gives opportunities to meet local artists and from time to time even
have them on your show. Each week KSUB sends its charts
to CMJ, which tallies every radio station in the country to
make a list of the top charting albums on college radio. You
may be surprised, but it doesn't take much for local artists
ro start getting national recognition. If KEXP, KGRG or
anv of the other big local college stations see something
charting well at KSUB, they might also pick up the artist
on their station. Pretty soon, national stations begin to take
notice, and the band with the guy you sit next to in class
could be played on stations all over the country.
Most importantly, though, if music is what you care
about, this could be the path to a career that involves music.
In my time at KSUB, there have been D|s who've gone on
to work for local radio stations, interned with different
independent and major record labels and even those who
went on to work for MTV. As for myself, being involved
in college radio led me to my career as an entertainment
attorney, music editor for Vain Magazine, blogger for Seattle
Subsonic, DIY concert promoter, band photographer, administrator for NWPunkboard.com and columnist for various independent zines. It may not always end up leading
to a career directly involved in radio, but by becoming immersed in the music scene, you are bound ro do something
involved with music if you so choose.
So join us. We always have room for more DJs at
KSUB.
Cameron may be reached at
cameron@sakucollins.com
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Student's photography
seen by global audience
Jennifer Williams
Staff Writer

Though just a sophomore here at Seattle
University, Antonio Ysursa's accomplishments in photography are seen and recognized internationally.
The Gape Gallery-an online collection of
art based in Prague, Czech Republic-hosts
several ofYsursa's pieces and sells his prints
Web site, www.gapegallery.com, alongside the work of other artists from around
the world.
In addition, Ysursa's photos have been
used on the covers of three novels: "The
Song is You" by Arthur Philips, "God's
Little Soldier" by Kiran Nagarkar and "El
Libro de la Gramatica Interna" by David
Grossman. In each case, the authors found
on its

Courtesy Antonio Ysursa

"The Unknown World" depicts Ysursa's
cousin, later found to have brain tumors.

Ysursa's photographs online through his
Flickr account.
While Ysursa's work can be seen around
the world, his subjects are quite intimate.
Several ofhis photographs are of his cousin,
Sophia. Three years ago his family discovered Sophia had a brain tumor. After having it successfully removed, they recently
found that more tumors appeared in the
same area.
Ysursa remembers photographing his
cousin, now 10 years old, before they knew
about the tumor. In one photograph, she
is wrapped in a blue blanket with one eye
peeking out, which is partially blind from
the tumors. In the face of this trauma, these
photographs have grown more meaningful
to

him.

Ysursa has always focused on taking
pictures of his family, and since he is the
oldest sibling he was always surrounded
by kids.
"Photographing those I love is what I care
about most; it's the essence of what I do,"
he says. "Kids don't have inhibitions; they
are the most expressive models. I can get
the most honest picture from thosewho are
close to me."
But as he left home for Seattle U and
began transitioning into the adult world, he
started to approach his subjects with a different perspective.
"I'm trying to capture the mystique of
childhood, growing up, loss of innocence
and nostalgia," he says.
Ysursa has also recently begun drawing
on the work of photographer Sally Mann to
explore darker themes in his own art. Mann
is a photographer from the southern United
States who takes black-and-white portraits of
her three children.
"Her pictures are extremely raw and intimate," Ysursa says. "It's made me want that
in my work and [made me] not be afraid

Antonio Ysursa has been serious about his photography since he was about 13.
show things that are not all happy and
cheer-the darker side of childhood."
to

I'm trying to capture the

mystique of childhood,
growing up, loss of
innocence and nostalgia.
Antonio Ysursa
Sophomore

A recent series ofYsursa's photographs are
ofhis younger sister, Karina. The black-andwhite portraits center on Karina wrapped
in a sheepskin near their home in Boise,
Idaho. They feature a crisp focus on her
downcast eyes in front of a blurred and foggy field. The photos, which were taken the
day before she turned 13, are titled "Death
of Something."
Another of Ysursa's favorite models to

photograph is his 12-year-old cousin, Matias,
whom he considers one of his muses.
"He has such an intensity," Ysursa says.
"He gives me exactly what I want without
me having to tell him."
In the pictures, Matias is carrying a
lamb—a symbol of innocence—across
his shoulders through a light snow fall.
Since they are in stark black-and-white,
it is difficult to distinguish between the
two subjects.
This effect emphasizes Ysursa's artistic search for the line between childhood
and adulthood. Perhaps in the transition
from home to college, from one photographic style to another, bringing intimate subject matter to an international
stage, Ysursa may be searching for that
line himself.
Ysursa's work can be found online at

http://www.flickr.com/photos/antonio-

photographyand http://antonioysursa.
blogspot.com.
Jennifer may be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com

Author's Hollywood hit draws on real job-loss stories
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer
For the first 10 seconds after

hearing George Clooney was going to be starring as Ryan Bingham
in the movie adaptation ofhis novel,
"Up in the Air," Walter Kirn didn't
like it at all.
"I thought, "Wait, he's a lot older
than Ryan is in the book,"' Kim told
The Spectator. "But 30 secondslater
I thought, 'what a great fit, he's pretty much the only actor who could
portray a character who fires people
for a living and still be likeable.'"
Kirn's thoughts seem to have
proven correct —"Up in the
Air is up for six Oscar awards,
including Best Picture, and
has already received so many
awards there is a separate lengthy
Wikipedia page entitled "List
of accolades received by 'Up in
'

the Air.'"

"Up in the Air" has charmed
countless critics with its intriguing story about Ryan Bingham, a

man who essentially lives nowhere.
Bingham travels by plane across the

asking them to re-create the moKirn, the author of seven
ment they were fired on camera. The
published books including "Up
country a vast majority of the year
results are often heartbreaking— in the Air," also had his novel
to do his job: firing people for corscenes containing these moments "Thumbsucker" adapted to the big
porations who are too afraid to do are as brilliant as they are hard to screen before, but he asserts this
it themselves. The story has struck a watch because of their honesty time around was much different.
chord with audiences due to its parand despair.
ticular relevance: Amid the recent
While the film deals with topieconomic crisis, many are strugcal issues, the novel was released far 'Up in the Air' is up
gling with job loss and hopelessbefore the economic crisis began.
ness, themes running throughout Kirn came up with the idea for the for six Oscar awards,
the movie.
novel after talking to a man seated
Kirn feels director JasonReitman next to him in the first class cabin including Best Picture.
did a particularly good job on of a flight.
this count.
"I asked him where he was from
"I think this movie will last beand he said, 'I'm from here, seat
"The main difference between
cause Jason did a really great job of 3-B. I know the flight attendant. I this film and 'Thumbsucker' was
capturing a time and place ofwhere know the security guards. I know that it was more exciting, more terwe're at in America right now," everybody here. They are my famrifying and more Hollywood," Kirn
Kirn said.
said. "It was more high risk."
ily,"' Kirn said.
One of the ways this was achieved
The novel was written in 2001
The film moves from city to
was through some innovative castas more of a commentary on the
city as Ryan Bingham does, which
calling on Reitman's part.
dot-com stock bubble that was meant a much bigger budget was
The actors in the film who were bursting, leaving many hopeful needed and for Kirn meant
more
chosen to portray employees getinvestors flailing.
was at stake. Much of this pressure
ting laid off actually aren't actors at
"It was about this fantastic purwas averted from Kirn, though.
all. Reitman chose people who had suit of symbolic wealth that was
"I didn't go through the pain
recently lost their jobs in real life, doomed to foil," Kirn said.
ofhaving to craft the movie," Kirn

said. "I got to sit back and watch.
Seeing the success it's had is like
finding a winning lottery ticket in
your back pocket."
Much of the pain of crafting
the movie went to Reitman, well
known for directing "Thank You
For Smoking" and the extremely
successful indie hit "Juno." Reitman
picked up a Best Director Oscar
nomination for his work with "Up
in the Air."
"I knew I had to let Jason create
his vision without my interference,
and it really ended up beautifully,"
Kirn said.
Which, if any, of the six Oscars
nominations the film will win this
year is uncertain. Regardless, the
writing of Kirn and filmmaking of
Reitman has resonated with a country reeling from joblessness and a
deficit of hope by looking at the
issues head-on in a nuanced and
meaningful way.
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Cantonese food Medieval Mayhem flaunted
finally hits the Hill diverse student bands
EEven with a million Pho and
Teriyaki joints, Capitol Hill still
lacked an answer to Chinese cuisine.
But Tom Ferrell and Wen Long have
solved the Chinese food question
with Chungee's Drink 'n Eat, serving Cantonese for dinner every day
from 4 p.m. to midnight.
"We were counting all the restaurants. There were all sorts [of
restaurants] of every kind, but no
Chinese," Ferrell says. "We found
only one other Chinese restaurant,
and we thought, 'OK, bingo."
Cantonese cuisine is largely what
Westerners perceive Chinese food
to be. It originates from Canton
(Guangzhou), a region in southern
China.
While traditionally the
Cantonese menu has been noted
for its inclusion of a wide range of
exotic meats, Chungee's caters to the
Western palate.
"We wanted to keep the fear factor out," says Ferrell.
As a nod to the neighborhoods
vegetarians, the menu includes numerous enticing dishes like Spicy
Ma Po Tofu and Garlic Long Bean,
and according to Ferrell MSG is

kept

to a minimum.

Of course, the

doesn't miss favorites typical
of most American Chinese restaurants such as Chow Mein, General
Tso's chicken and fried rice.
Specials range from $7 to $12
and are well worth their price.
However, a complete meal with rice
and drink travels a bit out of the
average student's budget.
The restaurant's value is also in
its intimate atmosphere.
Tucked away under a three-story
apartment building on 12th Avenue,
Chungee's carries the perfect feel
menu

r\

II Cover I

Zachary Dunn
Staff Writer

of that little Chinese Place you
know. Red walls rest against solid
black framing and tables stretch
all the way to the restroom doorway so you have to duck through
to pass. While the size and set up
may make you feel like you've just
stepped out of a Chinese street bazaar and into a neighborhood eatery, the ornate restaurants condition
is pristine.

There were all sorts [of

restaurants of every
kind, but no Chinese.
Tom Ferrell
Co-owner, Chungee's

The Monostereo
took the crown in
this year's battle

than what I could ask for,"
Conway said. "The people who
came

thoroughly enjoyed it."

Two other bands won prizes:
second place went to Conduct
Party, a Brit-pop inspired foursome
who stood out with a trumpeter in
their line-up and a microphone
filter engineered out of an analog
telephone, and third place went
to Big Oil, a self-proclaimed "indie rock jam band." Prizes for the
runners-up were a performance at a
Key Arena men's basketball game as
well as recording studio time.
Even with only six bands this
year's lineup was more diverse

than it had been in years past.
The bands ran the gamut from
folk and traditional indie to more
experimental prog-rock, surf guitar and even electro-pop. Sketch
Echo, who didn't place despite being a crowd favorite, was noted as
the only group who didn't have a

We tried to implement

some things this
year that made it

more interactive.

guitar—just sophomore philosophy major Clinton Carl, big beats
and wonderful backup dancers.
"One of my main themes is

technology and pop music," Carl
said. In addition to the music,
SEAC added several other elements
to the show this year, including a
"Rock Band" station and live interviews with the judges during the
breaks between bands.
"We tried to implement some
things this year that made it more
interactive," Conway said. "In the
years to come, we've got a lot of
things to work on to make this
thing a big event in winter quarter,
and I'm really excited about it."

John Conway

SEAC Battle of the Bands chair

Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com

The word Chungee's is Cantonese
for "stupid pig." Ferrell and Long say
this phrase implies a sort of simple
life, a very relaxed attitude. Indeed,
they have achieved this atmosphere.
Inside the restaurant is a dimly lit
end-of-the-day bar, where you
might imagine workers unwinding
the day's stress. Opposite the bar, a
raised platform holds most of the
dining area.
The restaurant's outdoor patio
seating now lays dormant in the
Seattle winter rain. But something
in the tasty food, the charming atmosphere and the attentive smiles
at Chungee's promises it will make
it stick around until the summer

days begin.
Angelo Carosio | The Spectator

Chungee's is located at 1830 12th Ave.
between East Denny Way and East
Howell Street.

Zachary may be reached at
zdunn@su-spectator.com

Juniors Roald Dietzman (drums) and Jake Weaver (bass) play in Conduct Party, whotook second at Battle
of the Bands. They won a show at halftime during a basketball game and recording studio time.

New releases for the
week of Feb. 15
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
BOOK: 'Making Rounds
With Oscar' by David Dosa
Oscar the cat doesn't like
people—unless they're dying.
"Making Rounds With Oscar"
tells the story of an extraordinary cat who befriends, comforts and protects dying patients
in the Steere House Nursing
and Rehabilitation Center in
Providence, R.I. Its a weird plot
for a book, and it's made weirder
by the fact that "Making Rounds"
is a nonfiction piece written by

geriatrician David Dosa.
Dosa chronicles Oscar's whimsical, mysterious power to act as a
means of support for the nursing
facility's patients when science

and medicine can no longer do
the }ob.
"Making Rounds" is out now
from Hyperion Press.
Mary K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator

One of Chungee's house specials: end of the day rice with chicken.

MUSIC: 'Kollaps
Tradixionales' by Thee
Silver Mt. Zion Memorial
Orchestra & Tra-La-La
Band

prophesy "I Built Myself a Metal
Bird, I Fed My Metal Bird the
Wings of Other Metal Birds."
Lyrics snake themselves around
Efrim Menuck's trademark "human scream" guitar shredding,

Picking up where it left off
with "13 Blues for Thirteen
Moons," Thee Silver Mt, Zion

and the string arrangement
sounds positively evil and inorganic, It's one of the most anthemic and evocative songs the
group has ever composed.
In the bands typical fashion,
"Kollaps" also features a song
suite, with tracks composed and
named with variations on the album's title ("KollapzTradixional,"
"Collapse Traditional" and
"Kollaps Tradicional"). "Kollaps"
is as odd and intriguing and foreboding of a record as anything
else in the bands discography, but
its also their most accessible, and
its the best record they've released
in over five years.

Memorial Orchestra & Tra-LaLa Band continues its politically
charged post-rock winning streak
with the mysterious and powerful

"Kollaps Tradixionales."
"Kollaps" begins awkwardly
with "There Is a Light," a powerful staple of their live sets for three
years now—as a concert closer.
Epic and monumental, the 15minute tracks climax is the kind
ofthing the brain needs time to
process to fully appreciate, making it an unusual opener.
Aside from that, the record is
well sequenced and features the
most straightforward rock song
the band has ever penned—the
smoldering two-part apocalyptic

Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com
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Men's basketball alley-oops UC Davis, 88-78
Despite a somewhat sloppy
half, the Redhawks went into
halftime up four points, a lead
they would never lose.
"Second half we came out and got
right on them, and didn't let up," Dollar
said. "We made them make plays and
make buckets, and we were about as
solid as you can be defensively."
The Redhawks held the Aggies to
a mere 26 points in the second half.
Seattle U forced 13 second half turnovers while giving the ball away only
four times. On top of that, the Aggies
only grabbed 11 defensive rebounds in
the half, thanks to hot Redhawk shooting and confident boxing out. Juniors
Alex Jones and Charles Garcia helped
this effort.
Jones had a season high night for the
second time in a row scoring 24 points,
up from 19 against Sacramento State
Saturday. He also took down nine rebounds, one shy of the double-double.
Cover

�

We made them make plays
and make buckets, and

we were about as solid as
you can be defensively.
Cameron Dollar
Head Coach

Matthew Brady

|
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After a season high on Saturday, Alex Jones scored a career high of 24 against UC Davis.

"My teammates were giving me wide
open looks," Jones said.
Garcia landed his second doubledouble against UC Davis this season,
going for 17 points and 10 defensive
rebounds. He slammed home a dunk

a pass from Burrell.
"Oh man, that is my little point
guard. I call him little Tony Parker all
the time," Garcia said. "It's all about the

on

team, not

about Chuck."

Oh man, that is my little
point guard, I call him little

Tony Parker all the time.
It's about the team

[...]

Charles Garcia
Power Forward
It was about the team indeed, considering Garcia started on the bench for the
second game in a row.
"It feels good; I'm the same person
you know, just playing," Garcia said.
Garcia worked both ends of the court,
getting a crowd-arousing block.
"Honestly, I thought he was going
to dunk it, so I said let me see what
I can do," Garcia said. "I'm 6 foot
10. I'm long, so I went up there and

blocked it."
Dollar was proud of the Redhawks
effort all around.
"We, including me at times, want to
make it an individual sport. It's a team
game," he said. "You know what, what
I like is that we are guarding. I like our
defensive mindset."
The Redhawks'defense will next be
tested on the road against the University
of Idaho Vandals Feb. 18.
Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.com

Lady Redhawks fall to Fighting Sioux 66-42
Tatiana Heck stood out among Redhawks
with her first double-double and 24 points
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer
The North Dakota Fighting Sioux defeated the Seattle
University Redhawks 66-42 Tuesday afternoon. The win
brings the Fighting Sioux to 10-13 on the season, and the
Redhawks to 6-21.
While the Redhawks opened the scoring with a threepointer from Cassidy Murillo, they would never take
the lead again. North Dakota's Mallory Youngblut hit
back-to-back threes as the Fighting Sioux took charge.
Youngblut went for a season high 25points, six rebounds
and two assists.
"I think she is an intelligent player too, she makes
decent decisions on the floor, and makes good passes
and stuff like that," said coach Gene Roebuck of North
Dakota. "So it isn't all about scoring."
The main difference between the teams was points
scored off turnovers. North Dakota scored 25, with the
Redhawks managing just 3. In the paint the disparity
was less noticeable, with both teams landing 18 points.
Second chance points looked the same, 17 for the visitors to just 15 from Seattle U. More than anything, the
difference seemed to be attitude and energy.
"We got out hustled in every aspect of the game," said
coach Joan Bonvicini. "They were tougher, more physical
and we didn't handle the pressure well. They did a really
good job."
One Redhawk stood out against the narrative. Tatiana
Heck had a career night, getting her first double-double
scoring 24 points with 13 rebounds.

"I feel great about it, it's

bad that we couldn't
get our career high
with each other," said Heck. "I just wish that could
have happened."
Heck looked ferocious on the boards, boxing out well
and putting second chance points. Seven of her 13 rebounds were offensive. From the field, she shot 8 for 15.
That said, impressive stats and all, the Redhawks were

pull together

as a team

too

though, and

seriously outplayed.
"Tatiana had a really nice game, but the rest of the
team didn'thandle pressure well," said coach Bonvicini. "A
lot of it is just toughness and being physical. They played
like a Division I team, physical and nasty. That is how

they play."
As the Redhawks work toward being a stronger force,
Bonvicini believes the team needs to work on the gritty
side of the game.
"It's not about being nice all the time; it's about the
team that wants it a lot more. You got to be able to handle
pressure and you got to be able to dish it out," she said.
"We can play a whole lot better than we did tonight."
Seattle U has one more home game this season
against Cal State Bakersfield Saturday Feb. 20. Expect
some attitude.
"We are going to work real hard to prepare
for the future, this is not a reflection of what I expect from this team, my staff or myself," said
coach Bonvicini.

Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.com

Matthew Brady
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Seattle U drops to 6-21 after Tuesday's loss to North Dakota.

Swim team has best PCSC finish ever
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
The Seattle University men's and women's swim teams posted their best finishes
at the Pacific Collegiate Swim Conference
Championships ever. Fourteen conference
titles during the four-day meet helped the
Redhawk men to second place and the women to third place.
The men's team finished the meet with
1,362.5 points, second behindthe University
ofCalifornia-San Diego. The men's team previous best finish was in 2007 when the team
placed third with 1,101.5.
The women finished in third place overall
with a total of 987.5 points behind UCSD
and Marymount University. Seattle U earned
almost 200 more points than their previous
best finish of 808 points that put them in
seventh place in 2005.
In addition to their 14 first place finishes,
the Seattle U swimmers broke 20 school records; 10 men's and 10 women's records fell
off the record boards.
The meet started Wednesday with
record-breaking performances from both
the men's and women's 800-yard freestyle
relay. The men's relay of sophomore James
Gilmore, freshman Murray Longbotham,
junior Andrew Martinez and freshman Joe
Wertz won Seattle U's first conference title
of the meet and broke the previous school
record by more than two seconds with a time
of6:48.32.
The women's relay made up of senior
Elizabeth Hanohano, sophomore Hanna
Basler, junior Kelsey Henan and sophomore Hayley Cobb smashed the previous
school record by nine seconds with a time
of 7:40.60.
In the second day of competition, the
men's team won threeof the day's four events.
In the 200-yard individual medley, Seattle U
had the top three finishers with Chiu leading
the Redhawks with 1:50.55. Gilmore took
second with a time of 1:51.79, and Wertz
finished third with 1:51.88.
Sophomore Jordan Anderson claimedthe
next conference tide in the 50-yard freestyle,
breaking his own school record by half a second with a 20.03.
The 200-yard freestyle relay of Anderson,

sophomore Jeff Tibbals, senior Chris Fulton
and Longbotham finished in first place
and broke a school record with a time
of 1:20.88.
The women's team set school records in
all four of Thursdays events. During the
morning's preliminaries, freshman Marina
Pomar-Enders set a school record in the
500-yard freestyle with a time of 5:06.47.
With her third place finish, Cobb broke her
own school record in the 200-yard individual
medley, posting a time of 2:05.39.
Hanohano became the first Seattle U
woman to break the 24-second barrier in the
50-yard freestyle during Thursday's prelimi23.84. That night,

naries when she swam a

Hanohano finished sixth in finals with a time
of 23.85.
The 200-yard freestyle relay team of
Hanohano, sophomore Alexis Morehouse,
Henan and Basler finished third and broke a
school record with a time of 1:36.58.
Seattle U took six more conference titles on Friday. In the 400-yard individual
medley, Wertz and Gilmore were the top
two finishers with times 0f3:58.97 (a school
record) and 3:59.70, respectively. In the 100yard butterfly, the Redhawks accounted for
five of the top seven finishers. Anderson
finished first with a school record time
of 49.32.

The Seattle U swim teams
broke 20 school records

over the four day meet.
Chiu claimed another conference tide in
the 100-yard backstroke with a 50.41. The
400-yard medley relay of Chiu, sophomore
James White, Longbothan and Anderson
finished first with a season's best time
of 3:22.11.
White finished second in the 200-yard
freestyle with a school record breaking time
of 1:40.25.
The women's team earned their first two
conference titles of the meet on Thursday.
Sophomore Alexis Morehouse finished
first in the 100-yard breaststroke, narrowly

missing her own school record, with a time
of 1:04.10.
Freshman Rachel Leighter, Morehouse,
freshman Briley Boggs and Hanohano came
together for a conference tide and school record breaking performance in the 400-yard
medley relay. They broke the previous school
record by more than seven seconds with a
time of 3:50.27.
Both Cobb and Hanohano took four seconds off the 200-yard freestyle record set just
three weeks ago by Hanohano. Cobb finished
second with a time of 1:50.5, Hanohano finished third with a 1:50.68.
On the final day of the meet, Seattle U
would earn four more first place finishes.
Anderson broke his second record of the meet
in the 100-yard freestyle with a second place
finish and a time of 44.95. In the 200-yard

Softball team competes in its first season
as a member of a D-l conference

Though the Seattle University
softball team was voted to finish
second in their division in a preseason poll, the team struggled
in its first three days of competition. After the Red Desert
Classic in St. George, Utah, the
team's record stands at 0-5.
The 2010 season marks the
first season that the Seattle U
softball team will be a member
of a Division I conference.
The team was voted to finish
in second place in the Mountain
Division in the Pacific Coast
Softball Conference Preseason

Coach's Poll.
"We're hoping we can live up
to it," said Dan Powers, head
coach of the softball team. "It's
a high ranking for our first year
of D-I competition, but we're
working hard, and the players
are responding well to the competition that's ahead of us."

The Redhawks gained plenty of experience last season
competing mostly against D-I
teams. Their already non-conference schedule is predicted to
be a good lead into what is also
expected to be a tough conference line-up.

"We're just picking up where
left off last year," Powers
said. "We're stressing more of a
D-I mindset of going out [...]
and being able to compete
everyday and hold each other

we

accountable."
In 2009, the softball

team

completed their season with an
18-20 record.
The team is also gearing up
for quite a few changes this
year. While their main competitors in previous seasons
were mostly from the California
region, this season's competitors
are from a variety of divisions and regions on the West
Coast. The Redhawks will
also spend a majority of their

on

Strizich excels
in tennis

Chiu took home his third individual vic200-yard breaststroke with a time
of 2:01.97.
Seattle U had the top two finishers in
the 200-yard butterfly, sophomore Garrett
Nugent posted a time of 1:51.87 and sophomore Eric Pedack finished second with
a 1:51.93.
Morehouse claimed her second first-place
finish Saturday in the 200-yard breaststroke
with a time of 2:18.53, again narrowly missing her own school record.
Pomar-Enders broke two records in one
event when she took second place in the
1,650-yard freestyle. In the first 1,000 yards
of the race, she broke the school record with a
time of 10:29.82. Her final time of 17:20.86
in the mile broke the previous school record
by 17 seconds.
Leighter broke the school record in the
200-yard backstroke with her third place finish and time of2:03.23.
Hanohano broke her second individual
record of the meet in the 100-yard freestyle
with a time of 53.82.
The PCSC Championships marked the
last meet of the collegiate careers of six senior
swimmers: Chiu, Fulton, Hanohano, Kaci
Dudley, Andrew Miron and Ben Guthrie.
tory in the

Taylor may be reached at
tolson@su-spectator.com

the road as their first
home game doesn't take place
until April.
Powers predicts that this
season's most challenging competitor will be Portland State
University, who was voted to
finish ahead ofSeattle U in the
Mountain Division.
"They're the bench-marker
we're shooting for," Powers
said.
The Redhawks faced Portland
State three times last season and
lost all three matches.
Hannah Klein, sophomore
biology major, is predicted to
be the number one pitcher
for the Redhawks this season.
Jessica Amador, junior business major, is expected to be
the high performing catcher
with Katie Antich, senior diagnostic ultrasound major, at the
lead-off spot.
Amador started in 37
of Seattle U's 38 games in
the 2009 season and had
27 hits, 13 runs scored,
10 walks, four doubles
and two home runs. She
time

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

backstroke, Wertz, swam a 1:49.30, breaking
the school record and finishing first.

Seattle U softball off to 0-5 season start
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer
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finished the season with a .972

fielding

percentage.

Antich finished the 2009
with a .380 batting average, a
team-leading 41 hits and 10
stolen bases. She started 32 of
the 36 games she played for
Seattle U and had a .950 fielding percentage.
The Redhawks started their season in the Red
Desert Classic, finishing 0-5
over the weekend with loses
against Utah State University,
University of Utah, San Jose
State University, Brigham Young
University and University of
Northern Colorado.
Seattle U will be on the
road again this weekend with a
doubleheader at the University
of New Mexico Feb. 20. The
team will play four games over
the weekend in Albuquerque.
The team is also scheduled to
compete in the Bank of Hawaii
Invitational starting March 5
in Honolulu.
Kat may be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com

GoSeattleU.com

Mary Pauline Diaz
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with just three tennis courts
A
and only a 60 percent chance of sunshine
throughout May, Helena, Mont, isn't exactly a hotbed for Division-I tennis players.
But Helenas Adam Strizich, sophomore
pre-medicine biology major, still manages to stand out on Seattle University's
tennis team.
"He's very steady. He hustles for every
point," says Mark Frisby, head coach ofmen s
tennis. "He makes his opponent work hard
for every point,"
Both Strizich's passion for tennis and his
career goals were accidentally influenced by
his father. The elder Strizich, a Gonzaga tennis alumnus, is one of several doctors in the
family. Although Strizich didn't expect to go
pre-med until he got to college, tennis was
something he always loved.
"My dad, when I was five years old, gave
me a tennis racket and we began to hit,"
Strizich says. "And I just stuck with it."
Frisby took note of that passion early on
and chose Strizich to be co-captain.
"We looked at the people we had on the
team and he seemed to be the most responsible and conscientious Frisby says.
The choice was actually a shock to
town

-»

"

Strizich.
"It seemed random. I had no idea,"
he says.
But Frisby says Strizich excels because he

leads by example.
"He really is very insightful ofall the problems that everybody is having on the team
and tries to remedy those situations where
he can, and he leads by his competitiveness
when he's playing," Frisby says.
Indeed, leadership and helping others is
important to Strizich and a big part of his
drive to become a doctor.
"I think it's a good way to help other
people. I think we need more people in
health care," he says, "[Balancing time] is a
challenge, but it's a really cool challenge and
an important challenge."
After all, Strizich was looking for more
in a college than just a place to further
his sport.
"I was trying to find a school where I
could play tennis and get an excellent education, and I'm able to do both at Seattle
University," he says.

Mary Pauline may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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EDITORIALS

Transfers deserve Olympics no longer
more time, attention for the people
Seattle University teaches the value of community as one
of its fundamental lessons, yet it is not conveyed as evenly to
each student as one might think.
Specifically, the discrepancy between transfer student orientation and standard freshman orientation
is alarming.
Freshmen receive the luxury of a two-day overnight orientation, complete with a trial run of a dorm room, a roommate
and a free breakfast in the morning. This is not even mentioning the multitude of orientation lectures and friendshipbuilding activities offered in the 48-hour span. Free food is
always good, also.
Additionally, when freshmen begin life at Seattle U in the
fall, an entire week is dedicated to orientation services and
events. Students are shown a movie and are thrown the annual '80s Dance.
What do transfers get? During fall quarter, transfer students
get a whopping three-hour orientation session. It includes a
partial tour of the school, the highlights being the bookstore
and one of the five collegiums on campus.
Transfer students are then given a map of the campus in a
folder with some colorful paperwork. This is not an adequate
way to convey the great sense of care this university has for
its students.
Worse yet, this already meager orientation period is cut in
half in winter and spring quarters.
During those two quarters, transfers get a total of 90
minutes of student orientation, just half an hour longer than the hour dedicated to campus tours. That is
|simply ridiculous.
A full year's $36,000 tuition check therefore buys an hour
and a half of orientation time in the spring. A prospective
student gets a free hour-long tour from the school, and he or
she doesn't have to pay a dime.
For thousands of dollars more, transfer students are given
slightly more time and attention than those who might never
be students at all.
Transfer students are still students. Indeed, the timing of
their arrival to Seattle U is so different they deserve special
attention in making an already-difficult transition.
Students transfer here for a reason, and they can always decide to transfer out. Let's give them a reason
to stay.

During the opening ceremony of the Vancouver Winter
Olympic Games, champion speed skater Catriona Le May Doan
was left standing with nothing to light when a pillar failed to
lift one of the Olympic flames.
Perhaps that scene is a fitting symbol of recent Olympics
that increasingly neglect the most important flame behind it
all: the people.
Fifty percent of British Columbia residents think the Games
are positive and 69 percent are upset about how much is being
spent. Our Vancouver neighbors are glum about their Olympic
Games for good reason. Cost overruns and sponsors backing
out have brought the Games' cost to the Canadian public to
$6 billon.
If the death of Georgian luger Nodar Kumaritashvili and the
absence of snow weren't enough to cast a pall over Vancouver,
there's more.
Few ordinary people will be able to watch the Games live
on TV or in person. As The Seattle Times reported in its series,
"Freezing out the fans," sponsors, media and VTPs get the majority of seats at events and lodge in "the 20,000 most desirable
rooms." Cost markups by companies with near-monopolies on
ticket and lodging packages—which topped out at $17,000
per person for five nights—made the Games inaccessible to all
but the wealthy. Students who thought of a trip to Canada for
a rare experience quickly found the cost and logistics to be too
much of a hassle.
Canada's CBC lost its Olympics coverage contract, leaving
most U.S. residents with one option for TV viewing: tape-delayed coverage from NBC, which is inconveniently suffering
from frequent loss of audio. Late-night delayed coverage is inaccessible to many and—in this world of new media—is irrelevant
when everything from Twitter to newspaper Web sites have
comprehensive results before the event makes it on the air.
Top that all off with the Olympic flame initially burning
behind an obtrusive chain-link fence, Olympics artists being
prohibited from negative remarks about the Games or sponsors,
and standing-room-only tickets being sold on top of snow that
doesn't exist—among other serious flaws—and the Games seem
hardly a celebration of and for the people at all.
Suddenly, Olympics protestors don't seem so crazy. In fact,
maybe it's time the International Olympic Committee hears
from more people worldwide about what needs to be done
better. The same is true for NBC.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo Carosio
and Katy McCourt-Basham. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.

Candace Shankel
Staff Photographer
The Spectator is the official student
newspaper of Seattle University, it is
published every Wednesday, except
the first week of the quarter and during
holidays and examination periods, for a
total of 27 issues during the 2009-2010
academic year.
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'Grow a pair' excludes gays and girls
Frances Dinger
News Editor
While the Feb. 10 opinion piece titled "Guys: 'Grow a
pair and ask her out" was meant
to be a humorous piece about
Valentines Day, its humor encourages heteronormativity and created undue pressure to observe a

misappropriated holiday.
In the line, "Not having a special someone gives girls an excuse
to stay at home with an extra large
box of chocolates, keg of milk and
Channing Tatum movies," the author assumes all girls are just waiting for their own personal prince to
rescue them and cannot themselves
ask men on dates. As students on a
campus that is more than 60 percent
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female, Seattle U's women should
be encouraged to be empowered.
Gone are the days when families
would send their daughters off to
college simply to work on a "Mrs."
degree. And, contrary to the author's statement "if boys aren't
asking, girls aren't going," we are,
in fact living in an age of relative
gender equality. Nothing is stopping women from asking men
on dates.
Another issue left unaddressed
was that, as students at Seattle
U, we spend a large portion of
our time on Capitol Hill, one of
Seattle's most gay-friendly neighborhoods. The LGBTQ popula-

Gender driven arguments aside,
the statement that being alone on
Valentine's Day is comparable to
"starving on Thanksgiving" is entirely erroneous.

Gone are the days

when women come

to college to seek
'Mrs.' degrees.
The Valentine's Day celebrated

gain. Saint Valentine was a third
century martyr arrested for illegally conducting Christian marriages
in Rome.
His saint's day was not associated with romantic love until
Geoffrey Chaucer fictionalized
Saint Valentine in "Parliament of
Foules" in the fourteenth century.
See? Fake holiday.
So, if you were alone this
Valentine's Day, there is no shame
in that. You were just alone on

>1

Best places to host the
Winter Olympics
Not Canada

Sunday.
And boys only need "grow
a pair" to make the hormonal
a

transition from childhood

biological adulthood.

completely ignored by

in the United States today is a
bastardized version of a Catholic

the author's heteronormative,
sexist dogma.

saint's day manipulated by greeting card companies for capital

Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com.
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THE

to

North Korea

Pandora

Elgin Baylor Court

Inside a giant inflatable
Rudy

The RedZone

The ice planet Hoth

In the World of
Warcraft

Inside the fourth
circle of Hell

A place where it
actually snows

Toxic

a problem in the Columbia River

Community should take action
and stop government toxic dumping
March 8 marks an important
date regarding Washington and
the Columbia River. The public is invited to attend an open
hearing to be held at the Seattle
Center Northwest Rooms in the
Lopez Room at 7 p.m., regarding
the use of the Hanford Nuclear
Reactor Site as a national nuclear
waste dump site.
This is our time to come
together as a community
to fight the federal government's proposed use of this
hazardous site.

Up to 450 billion
gallons of waste
have been dumped
since its opening.
Established in 1943, Hanford's
dumping of nuclear waste into
unlined landfills has created mass
amounts of contamination in the

surrounding area, making the site
the most contaminated in the
Western Hemisphere. Polluting
the land and water in a roughly
50 mile area along the Columbia
River, up to 450 billion gallons
of waste have been dumped while
a third of the 177 underground
storage tanks have been leaking
waste since its opening.
But the U.S. Department
of Energy released a plan last
October to transport more nuclear waste from around the country
and dump it at the Hanford site,
regardless of the current difficulties with cleaning the mess.
As a native Washingtonian,

Seattle University student and
volunteer for Heart of America
Northwest, I am deeply con-

We must stand

together against the

government and fight
for our own health.
cerned about the impact the
Hanford site is having on our
environment and our population.
This is our home (whether you

are from here or not) that is being degraded due to irresponsible
government acts.

The USDOE needs to hear
and this is what
the public hearing is meant to accomplish. We need to stand firm
in our resolve to ensure that the
site is cleaned before more waste
is added. We must stand together
against the government and fight
not only for the preservation of
the already fragile environment,
but for our own health and
our concerns,

safety,

too.

Kate Hellenthal
Sophomore

su-spectator.com/multimedia
public

lastlooks

safety

reports
Fraud Attempt

Feb. 1311:30 a.m.
A university staff member reported receiving a fraudulent job
application in an e-mail. The application askedfor personal financial and passport information.

Graffiti Tag
Feb. 13 7:30 p.m.
Public Safety on patrol discovered a graffiti tag of an unintelligible drawing on a stairwell wall.
Facilities were sent a work order
sent to clean the wall.

Medical Assist
Feb. 14 1 am.
Public Safety & Medics evaluated
a woman student injured earlier
at the gym while playing rugby,
and was showing symptoms of
a head injury. The student was
transported to a local hospital
for a possible concussion.

Alcohol & Narcotics
Feb. 14 2:45 a.m.
Public Safety & Housing investigated a noisecomplaint aidfound
approximately seven studentsand
a dozen bottles of hard alcohol
and beer in a residence room.

VANCOUVER WINTER GAMES
BRING THE WORLD CLOSE TO HOME
Lindsey Wasson special to

The Spectator

Possible Narcotics

Feb. 14 5:10 am.
Public Safety found an occupied
studentregistered vehicle possibly
involved with smoking marijuana.
Public Safety is investigating.
Theft

Feb. 14 7:15 p.m.
A student reported to Public

Safety and Police a non-affiliate
woman approached him asking for some money and when
he took out some cash out the
woman grabbed it and ran off.
Safety Assist

Feb.ls 2:30 am.
Public Safety checked on a
woman student who appeared
intoxicated. The woman was
found to be OK and escorted to
her room.

Graffiti
Feb.ls 2:30 am.

Athletes compete in ski jumping and luge in and around Vancouver, B.C. Germany, the United States and France are currently leading in
number of medals, with 9, 8 and 7 medals, respectively.

Public Safety on patrol discovered
graffiti on the east wall of thefield
house. Public Safety reached facilities staffand cleaned the graffiti off the wall.
Medical Assist

Feb.ls 1:15 p.m.
Public Safety & Medics evaluated
a student ill with food poisoninglike symptoms. The student was
transported to a local hospital for
follow up care.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

SU photographer develops success

Swim finishes strong at PCSC
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